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Diane Kramer is led by one obsession: to find the driver of the mocha color Mercedes which hit her son and devastated her life. With a few belongings, some money and a gun, she goes to Evian, where she’s learned the driver lives. But sometimes, the path of revenge is more tortuous than it seems...Diane will have to face another woman, friendly and mysterious.
Six years have passed since the release of your first feature film, *Complices (Partners)*. How did the project of making *Moka* come about?

After my first film, I worked on the TV series *Les Revenants (The Returned)* and directed half of the first season. But since *Complices*, I wanted to work again with Emmanuelle Devos, who has a very special and inspiring place in my imagination. I wanted to live a new cinema adventure with her. And I already knew that she would be in every single shot. When I discovered *Moka*, Tatiana de Rosnay’s novel, I realised it was the perfect story to bring this project to fruition.
Diane keeps investigating despite all opposition. Why?
As I was telling this story, I realised that Diane was more transgressive than I thought. When an outraged or broken man seeks revenge we just accept it – it is almost a commonplace – but when a woman does, a kind of social super-ego judges her impulse. We tend to describe her as manipulative or disturbed. By the way, there aren’t many films or novels that deal with this topic. It is almost taboo, probably because it reassures us to match qualities to functions; and when a mother decides to fight back on her own, through thick and thin, it is seen as a contradiction in terms.

Is Diane driven by vengeance alone?
At first, Diane is convinced that getting revenge is the only way for her to accept the unacceptable. Yet she gradually faces up to the humanity and complexity of the woman who is supposed to have ruined her life, who also has a life, a daughter, dreams… She even ends up being moved by Marlène. Her thirst for revenge becomes yet another step in the process of grief and understanding, a survival impulse that also allows Diane to discover things about herself and her lost son. Then she can keep afloat, progressively find meaning where there was none, start the grieving process and eventually take on a new lease of life. *Moka* revolves around Diane’s evolution, from her desire for revenge to a kind of reconciliation with herself.

The quest for truth seems to be Diane’s overriding consideration. It was also the subject of your first film. Is it a personal obsession?
Admittedly, the truth is a key issue in *Complices* and in several of my short films as well. Cinematographically speaking, when characters are searching for some truth, they end up facing their own lives, a bright or dark side of their personalities. As a filmmaker I am fascinated by this back and forth movement, because it is a source of emotion and tension. Beyond that, I often wonder what we get to do with the truth once we have found it: do we have to say it loud and clear? Isn’t lying an essential part of life too? I have the feeling that ethics precisely play out when we start asking ourselves those questions. And fiction as well...

When did you realise that Nathalie Baye would make a perfect “prey”?
It quickly became obvious that Nathalie Baye would be perfect as Marlène. I wanted *Moka* to be based on the meeting of two actresses and I needed someone whose presence would be as strong as Emmanuelle Devos’. So I needed to find an actress with natural authority, real charisma and who would remain etched in the viewer’s mind. Besides, I have always liked to think about casting in terms of contrasts: Emmanuelle is lunar, magnetic and strong, while Nathalie is rather solar and has a powerful life drive. Nathalie can embody really different characters, she can play a politician or a hairdresser with unbelievable ease, and I just knew that she would be credible as a woman who owns a perfumery in a small town. Finally, Emmanuelle and Nathalie had never played together. And it is always fascinating to make two actresses from different cinema families meet.

How do you direct your actors?
I always build around the text. But I think that, even though I must be responsible for the story as a whole, the actors know their characters better than I do. They have an inner connection with them, so I must stay in tune with what they have to say. There is a kind of dialogue between what the actor feels about the character and what I imagine. My directing isn’t based on psychology. What I am interested in is almost kinetic, I want to know what speed, energy and tone is best for every actor in a scene.

Why did you shoot the film on the Franco-Swiss border?
In the novel the story takes place between Paris and Biarritz, but I found it interesting to transpose this confrontation between two women in a setting that would oppose two cities from two different countries, Lausanne and Evian. Right in the middle, Lake Geneva is like an amphitheatre, an arena in a western, looking quite calm but with unpredictable swirls that bring out strangeness and anxiety.

Did you have particular films in mind when you shot *Moka*?
Once you decide to shoot a film that tries to dive deep into the human soul, bordering on genre cinema, you cannot but think of great filmmakers like Polanski or Hitchcock, who do not shy away from asserting a stylised universe filled with characters more complex than they look. Lodge Kerridan’s *Keane* also inspired me with its energy, even though it draws the portrait of a messed up yet so poignant man. When I worked with Emmanuelle Devos and Nathalie Baye, I couldn’t help but think about American actresses like Gena Rowlands or Faye Dunaway. I often told Emmanuelle, who was on every shot for the 35 days of shooting, that I wanted to exhaust her, to track down her every heartbeat and film her like an American actress. It is crazy how Emmanuelle manages to act every single moment, even the finest, with such rare intensity.
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